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Coco Chains col lect ion sheet 1

Shipping cost not included in price. For custom orders and other questions email me or click here
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Necklace Collection Detail Bracelet collection

Sunny Snow - Coco Chain 

golden chain - white pearls

Moonlit Snow - Coco Chain 

silvery chain - white pearls

Sunny Silver - Coco Chain 

golden chain - light grey pearls

Moonlit Silver - Coco Chain  

silvery chain - light grey pearls

With Coco Chains jewellery you don’t have to choose between trendy chains or flattering pearls. 
Coco Chains let you wear both; pearls and chain. Woven together they create a softened chain - 
feminine and strict at the same time - much like the couture icon they’re named for.  
Wear Coco Chains as necklaces and bracelets; short or long, for everyday or evening, they can 
be funky or feminine, they have sparkle and luster. 
I have put together a small collection of the most popular designs. Several standard lengths and 
colour combinations should give you something to start with. And of course you can play around  
and design a completely unique piece for yourself or a friend. Check out page 3 + 4!

Bracelet available - sorry no photo 
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GREY PEARL 
Coco Chains col lect ion sheet 2

Shipping cost not included in price. For custom orders and other questions email me or click here

Necklace Collection Detail Bracelet collection

Sunny dusk - Coco Chain 

Golden chain - dusk grey pearl

Moonlit dusk - Coco Chain 

Silver chain - dusk grey pearls

Steely Cream - Coco Chain 

Stainless  Steel chain - 
creamrose pearls

Steely Pink - Coco Chain 

Steel chain - pink pearls

Necklace available - no silver chain photo

Necklace available - sorry no photo

Moonlit Gold - Coco Chain 

Silvery chain - golden pearls
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GREY PEARL 
Coco Chains detai ls page

Shipping cost not included in price. For custom orders and other questions email me or click here

Necklace details Bracelet Details Create your own

Approximate necklace lengths:

Tips: Measure a favourite necklace to 
find the exact length you want.
Check it out both on a bare neck and 
with a blouse/sweater and adjust if 
you intend it for both uses.

To make it easy for you I deliberately chose 3 sizes for the necklace collection: S, M and L.
Necklace S = 45 cm lies just at the collarbone, M = 60 cm fits three times around the wrist and 
levels with a line from armpit to armpit, L = 80 cm fits 4 times around the wrist and reaches 
approx. down to the bra line. 
A ‘standard bracelet’ comes in 2 lengths: 18 cm = one time around the wrist, and 36 cm = two 
times around. The ‘chunky bracelet’ has one size = 19 cm. 
If the sizes don’t fit you, I will happily adjust it a cm or two for you, just make sure to just specify 
how much before I start. There’s a price addition for extra 5 cm and upwards.
Of course you can be totally creative and customise; start with the column to the right, then scroll 
down and spend some time at the samples page for more ideas. Order info on the last page.

Necklace sizes & prices: 
Short = 45 cm        € 185,-
Medium = 60 cm    € 245,-
Long = 80 cm        € 325,-

Adding length to standard sizes:
The cost per 5 cm beaded chain is
€ 20,-

Bracelet sizes & prices:
Standard chain:
1 round = 18 cm     €   88,-
2 rounds = 38 cm   € 148,-

Chunky chain 19 cm:    
Single beaded        €  70,-
Double beaded      €  88,-

Thickness Fine is for custom 
orders only.

Choose Swarovski crystal 
pearls 4mm or 6mm:

1 - White                     

2 - Cream

3 - Rose

4 - Silver grey

5 - Dark grey

6 - Gold

7 - Black

Choose chain colours: 

Gold plated

Silver plated 

Black plated

Stainless steel

Choose chain thickness:
Fine  F
Standard  S
Chunky Bracelet

                                             40 cm                                                                        45 cm
                                            50 cm
55 cm
60 cm

80 cm

Bracelet types:
• ‘Double beaded’ means a chunky 
chain beaded through every link on 
both sides. 19 cm

• ‘Single beaded’ chunky chain is 
beaded through every second link 
on both sides, so you see more of 
the chain. 19 cm

• ‘Standard chain’ bracelets are 
beaded on a standard chain and 
look like necklace chain, only 
shorter. 

Tips: Multi coloured and double 
strands are custom order options 
both for necklaces and bracelets.

Toggles:
The pin and wheel toggle clasp 
exists in gold, silver and black 
plating and comes in size
chunky or slim.

Tips: The toggles can be used to link 
a bracelet and necklace together to 
make one really long one, or for a 
longer strand to wind around the wrist.

Tips: The single beaded bracelets 
look great worn in tree different 
colours together. Gold, rose and 
cream pearls on gold chain looks 
really sumptuous.
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G R E Y  P E A R L 
Coco Chains samples & ideas

Shipping cost not included in price. For custom orders and other questions email me or click here

Suggested chains:

Not in standard collection

Not in standard collection

Multi colour not in standard collection

White pearl Coco Chains
The white pearls with gold or silver 
plated chains are fresh, vibrant and 
great both as a long necklace or 
wound four times around the wrist. 
The white and gold is a sure classic  - 
so Coco!

Cream pearl Coco Chains
Stainless steel with cream pearls was 
the original version of Coco chains; a 
fresh, relaxed way of using pearls. An 
immediate hit which led me to create 
more options - try cream on gold or 
silver for lavish luxury.   

Rose pearl Coco Chains
Pink and feminine but not too sweet. 
Gold, silver or black chains play up 
the pretty pink. Looks particularly 
dainty in 4 mm on gold or black chain 
- round and round your wrist four 
times!  Custom orders only

Silver Grey pearl Coco Chains
Grey pearls are a must for me and 
these add understated luxury to any 
outfit. Such a treat both on gold, silver 
and black chain. Grey on silver are 
simply stunning.

Dark Grey pearl Coco Chains

Elegant and strict with dark grey 
pearls on bright gold. Or go for tough 
and cool combined with stainless 
steel or silver. A great jeans enhancer.
Duo colours - Custom orders only

Black pearl Coco Chains

Make a bold statement with a long 
strand of black pearls on gold with the 
black dress. Or mix with white for a 
crisp pepita - the ultimate Coco effect.
Duo colours - Custom orders only

Gold pearl Coco Chains

Warm shiny gold on a silver chain - 
leads my thoughts to silk and 
cashmere... 
Or, gold pearls on a black chain, like 
tiny berries on a branch. 

Multi colour not in standard collection
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GREY PEARL 

Coco Chains order info

Shipping cost not included in price. For custom orders and other questions email me or click here

Ordering from the standard collection

When you see something you like, but need more information or pictures before making a 
decision, tell me about it - simply send me an email. I’ll answer all your questions and send 
you more pictures. Just make sure to use the design names, like Necklace ‘Sunny silver’. 

If you are a skype user we can arrange for a skype session where I can show how the Coco 
Chains behave and look in use, if that’s a help to you.  

When you are ready, please specify in the following order and email me:
Necklace
Sunny Silver
80 cm
Price
I will confirm the order with an email. If all the details are correct you confirm it, and only then 
will I either send the piece to you or start making it.  
Please note that I have only a few items in stock, my jewellery is handmade to order; so 
delivery time runs from 1-3 weeks. Count 5 workdays for alterations before shipping.               
If by chance I have run out of a pearl colour, I’ll inform you about the extra delay.

My confirmation email also includes my bank info and information about shipping options 
from France. We can also discuss shipping by phone if you like.

Made to measure - a custom order

The Samples Page has larger pictures of the pearls and suggestions for chain combinations 
to help you get more ideas. Many of the designs are not in the standard collection. 

If you have questions about designs on the samples page please refer to Pearl colour and 
Chain type in your mail, plus position of the sample design ‘upper left’ or ‘bottom right’ etc. 
Page 3 is were all the useful details are listed; including measurements and tips.

With a custom design you are not bound by the standard sizes. You can mix colours and 
chains at your hearts desire, or have a two-strand piece made to measure. I’ll advice and 
help you. When you have an idea, contact me and I’ll indicate the cost, then you can adjust 
accordingly. If you come up with something completely new and wonder how it will work I can 
bead up a couple of centimetres for you and mail you a photo. 

If you like what you see, we’ll discuss details. Then I’ll specify details and price in a mail that 
you must confirm. Only then will I start the work. I’ll alert you when it’s done so you can pay 
and I can send. There are different shipping options so shipping cost is not included in the 
prices you see.
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